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“Nisos’ uniquely qualified team excels at building insight
across the risk spectrum, working hand-in-hand with

businesses to apply insights to drive effective mitigation.”

John Moore
Global Risk Management Professional

Executive Shield
Holistic risk assessment, monitoring, plus PII
identification and removal

Service Brief 

Executive Shield provides comprehensive risk assessments, PII reduction, and ongoing
monitoring of an individual’s digital risk profile. An analyst-led service, Executive Shield detects
exposures, avoids doxxing, stops fraud, and reduces security risks to high-visibility people.

Finished Intelligence and Ongoing Monitoring
Executive Shield delivers credible, reliable intelligence gathered through regular OSINT monitoring and expert
tradecraft. Every Executive Shield engagement starts with an annual risk assessment, including sentiment
analysis, and provides clear recommendations to improve protection. Nisos focuses intently on threat actor
activities that target your people, including threats to individuals and locations, illegitimate registration of
social media accounts and domain names, and exposed account credentials. 

Revealing Targetable Weaknesses
Protect key team members from unnecessary harm by reducing exposure, identifying vulnerabilities, and
monitoring for threats targeting your people on social media, extremist forums, and the dark web. Executive
Shield finds and removes sensitive information that may lead to reputational damage, increased cyber attacks,
or physical harm to your people. 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Removal
Executive Shield removes PII from publicly available databases and brokers where possible. We also
document any data that requires individuals to remove it themselves. Ongoing PII reduction is tracked and
documented throughout your engagement for an up-to-date view of exposure.

About Nisos®
Nisos is the Managed Intelligence Company. We are a trusted digital investigations partner specializing in unmasking threats to protect people, organizations,
and their digital ecosystems in the commercial and public sectors. Our open source intelligence services help security, intelligence, legal, and trust and safety
teams make critical decisions, impose real-world consequences, and increase adversary costs. For more information, visit: www.nisos.com 
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